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Abstract

A view on the state of the art is introduced of digital library development:
incorporation of information technology by public library; web-based e-library
offered by university libraries; online journal production systems by information
utilities; and consortia establishment for e-Journal subscription.  Characteristics
unique to digital library development in Japan (are discussed.

Introduction

IT application are introduced among public libraries (Section 1), e-Library, web-based
library services (Section 2), consortia development among university libraries for e-
Journal subscription (Section 3) under the title of "Digital Library Development."
Although the foundation of development goes back to the end of 1960s, the paper
deals with development since early 1990s.  Bibliographic utilities formed the
foundation of the development, and without the union catalog or shared cataloging,
it seems impossible to achieve the current state.  However, it is excluded from this
discussion.

"e-Library" in this paper roughly denotes: Web-based service; secondary information
(catalogs, abstracts and indexes), primary information (full-text, multimedia), portal,
etc.  "Online Journal" denotes online publishing of full-text articles focusing on
production phase, of non-profit basis by academic institution, not by commercial
publishers.  "e-Journal" broadly denotes born-digital online publishing by
commercial publishers focusing on subscription phase.  "Digital library" broadly
covers these elements.
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1 IT Survey on Public Libraries

The Zenkoku Kokyo Toshokan Kyogikai (Zenkoto), a national association of public
libraries in Japan, carried out a two-phased survey on current status of services and
tasks of electronic library among the member libraries in 2001 and 2002.

97.7% (1,660) of questionnaires were returned in October 2001 from 1,699 main
libraries of local authorities.  The total number, denoting library systems, includes
prefecture libraries, city libraries, town and village libraries, but not reflecting the
number of branch libraries.  The second survey and analysis was made in the year
2002 to list up case studies of 19 public libraries and 5 nation-wide library services.
Although the whole text is in Japanese language, reports are available at the website
of the Tokyo Metropolitan Library2.  The Zenkoto Survey (2001) reveals:

•  80% of libraries use computer systems
•  74% of libraries use the Internet
•  Broadband connection is increasing
•  Charging, very small number, is being implemented similar to photocopy charge
•  More than half of libraries offer Websites (library homepage)
•  WebOPAC is becoming a standard service (64%)
•  Access via mobile phone is also becoming popular
•  Commercial Databases are not popular (2%) but CD-ROMs are getting a position

(20%)
•  15% of libraries are digitizing materials, of which copyright clearance is a major

obstacle
•  37% of IT development are planned and executed by library staff
•  "Upgrading staff skill" will be an important issue

One reservation should be made that, as shown in the rapid increase of the Internet
use from 30% in 1999 to 74% in 2001, a drastic change should be anticipated in the
reality because more than two years have passed since the survey.  Figures and
tendencies cited in the following section is two or three years old.

Total Number of Public Library Systems
Public libraries are administered by local authorities and categorized into a variety of
types among which geographic space and population differ.  For example, the
national average number of branch library is 1.6, and more then a half of library
systems has only one library with no branches, but lager cities has branch libraries
between 13.6 and 1.9.

Category Number Average number of Branch
Prefecture Library 47 1.4
Borough / Ward Library 23 9
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Ordinance-designated city Library 12 13.6
City Library 632 1.9
Regional Consortia Library 4 1
Town & Village Library 942 1
Total Number of Library Systems 1,660 1.6

The total number of library roughly reflects the number of local authorities.
However, since 2001, re-organization of local authorities is being carried out to create
larger units.  So that the current number of local authority (of public library
systems) is floating in the next several years.

In the Zenkoto survey, elements of the current service status and tasks of electronic
library services are as follows: (a) Computer Systems; (b) Internet; (c) Library
Websites; (d) Union Catalogs; (e) Use of Electronic Materials; (f) Digitization of
Library Materials; (g) User Support; (h) Staff Training; (i) IT Development

1.1  Computer Systems
80% of local authority (1,355) installed computer systems for library services.  It was
55% in 1993, and 70% in 1999.  Among larger cities, the computer systems serve for
more than one library, but majority of the computer systems serve for one library
because the majority of public library has no branch.  Computer systems which
serve for libraries of multiple local authorities are very rare, though only 27 systems
exist for this utilization.

Network terminals accessible to the library systems are allocated among 243 (15%)
authorities in the local authority office, school, and public halls.  These terminals are
closely linked to the system.  However, new services like Web OPAC and/or Library
websites are gradually increasing and allow to use library services from outside the
library like from homes, offices, and schools.  So that, the network terminals may
not be important to extend library services.

Regardless of number of branches, the mean number of terminals is 6 in the library
systems.  The total number of terminals is 18,516 among 1,355 library systems.  The
largest number of terminals in a library system is 269 terminals.

average
OPAC terminals 5,803 4.3
Terminals for staff use 12,713 9.4
Total number of terminals connected. 18,516
PCs not connected to library system 6,813 4.1

1.2 Internet
Rapid increase is observed in the Internet connection as it was 30% in 1999 and 73.9%
in 2001.  The Internet use is being promoted both for staff and patron.  Provision of
PCs connected to the Internet is: 1,383 for patron, and 5,968 for staff.

PC with Internet for library user 1,383
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PC with Internet for library staff 5,968
Total: PC with Internet 7,351

In 2001, Broadband connection is observed to be increasing.  Larger libraries use
dedicated line.  In the JLA Survey of 1999, a 60% was dial-up connection.

Dedicated line 329
xDSL 16
CATV 130
ISDN 598
Modem / dial-up 97

The Internet is used for reference services (1,039), ILL operation (960), book selection
(883), and cataloging (383).  Access control is being carried out in various ways such
as the White list, Filtering, Use Agreement, and to set the Internet terminals in front
of the service counter.  The Internet use is charged in only 29 libraries.  Larger
libraries do not charge the Internet use.  Print-out from the Internet is allowed in 89
libraries, or 76% of libraries does not allow to print.  Only 10 library allow patron to
bring in her/his own PCs into library.

1.3 Library Websites
More than half of libraries offer Websites:  616 libraries (37.1%) offer their Websites
(Home page), and 281 libraries (16.9%) are planning to set up the Websites in 2001.
In August 1998, it was only 13% that offered Websites.  Within three years between
1998 and 2001, four times of libraries became Websites holder.

Contents update is carried out: monthly (58%), weekly (18.5%), quarterly (5.4%).
12.6% replied "no-update".   Contents are updated by library staff, library staff with
external volunteers, staff of local authorities, vendors, etc.  Updates made by library
staff are: weekly (23.3%), monthly (62.4%) in contrast to by the staff of local authority
and vendors: weekly (10.9%), monthly (52.5%).  General trend is that library staff
updates the contents more frequently than the staff of local authority and vendors.

Types of Contents:
•  News and announcements
•  Newsletter
•  Annual reports, business reports, statistics
•  Catalogs (OPAC)
•  Union catalogs
•  Abstracts and indexes databases of journal articles, newspapers and local

historical materials

WebOPAC is increased to 64.8% in 2001 from 17.3% in 1999.  84 libraries offer access
via mobile phone:  Websites (84); Holdings retrieval (39); and Reservation (21).  E-
mail is used for reservation, checking patron's borrowing, and reference questions.  
•  Reference Q&A
•  Reservation requests
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•  Prompting the over-due
•  Mail magazine
•  Mailing list

1.4 Union Catalogs
Union catalogs of the National Diet Library 346
Union catalogs of the National Institute of Informatics 49
Prefecture union catalog 411
Union catalog of neighboring libraries 115
Note: NII only accepts larger public libraries for academic purpose.

1.5 Use of Electronic Materials
Less than 2% of libraries (79) offer commercial database search services.  The Asahi
DNA is widely offered among 79 libraries, and it is offered free of charge to patrons.
It is assumed that because the Asahi DNA offers a fixed charge scheme.  Some
libraries charge the use of commercial databases, and it is assumed that these
libraries charge the use like photocopy services.

Nikkei Telecom http://telecom21.nikkei.co.jp/nt21/service/
Asahi DNA http://dna.asahi.com:7070/
Nichigai Web http://www.nichigai.co.jp/web_service/web_service.html
G-search http://db.g-search.or.jp/
JOIS http://pr.jst.go.jp/db/jois/

20% of libraries (322) collect information in CD-ROMS.  The proportion is far higher
than the use of commercial database services (2%).  CD-ROMs are accessible
through LAN.  Use of CD-ROMs is charged in most cases similar to photocopy
service charge.

1.6 Digitization of Library Materials
15% of libraries (86 + 70 in planning) are digitizing their holding materials.
Copyright clearance is the obstacle for digitization, and a half of materials is the
Ancient documents that have no copyright.

Type of materials
Ancient documents 60
Materials copyright cleared 26
Documents created by local authority 18
Documents created by library 21

3.6% of libraries (60) collect digital materials created by local authority for
administration purpose.

Collect with permission, and links are also maintained 3
Collect with permission, and no links 45
Links only 14
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Only less than 4% of libraries (60) offers access to digital documents collected.

Internet access with search system 10
Internet access without search system 28
Access within library 22

1.7 User Support
5.5% of libraries (90) allows patron to use application software in the PCs.  Smaller
libraries tend to offer this service.  It is assumed that in the small towns and villages,
the patrons are familiar to library staff, which makes PC control easier.

5% of libraries (85) offer patron training courses for computer literacy.  Regular
courses, only 1.1%, are provided by the lager (prefecture) library or smaller town and
village libraries.  There is no provision by middle range libraries.  Although the
figure is too small but the provision of computer literacy training is doubled since
1997.

1.8 IT Development
The core organization for IT development is the library staff (37%), and the mixture
(26.7%).  This tends to be among larger libraries.  In the smaller libraries (town and
village), both library staff and the upper management of local authority act as the
core organization.

Library staff 605 (37%)
Upper management of local authority 331 (20.2%)
Local authority unit responsible to library 122 (7.5%)
Library council 3 (0.2%)
Mixture of the above 437 (26.7%)

"Upgrading staff skill" is the top most demand for IT development in the Zenkoto
Survey 2001.  The questions were designed to be comparable with the Ministry of
Education Survey in 1998 3.  In both surveys, the upgrading of staff skill is the top
demanded item.  However, larger (prefecture) libraries demand "Contents creation,"
and middle range libraries demand "Increase of PCs."  "Cut down of communication
charge" became of secondary position because of the competition among the telecom
services.  The Zenkoto Survey assumes that "Upgrading staff skill" will be an
important issue.

Increase of PCs and computer terminals 544
Increase of communication bandwidth 469
Cut down of communication charge 297
Contents creation 389
Upgrading staff skill 1,266

                                                  
3

 Ministry of Education:  Official name of the Ministry is "Ministry of Education, Culture, Science
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In this section, the state of the art of information technology among public libraries in
Japan.  The Internet application including mobile phone as access devise is rapidly
assimilated.  Digital contents is still in the initial stage seemingly without strong
direction.  The e-Government development requests public services including
public library services to be accessible as one-stop, one click service.  Knowledge
workforce (skilled human resource) is also demanded in the public libraries in Japan.

2 e-Library in Japanese Universities

Digital resource development in Japanese library services is in chaotic, competitive
and confusing stage.  In this section, several digital or e-libraries are reviewed to
pursue the state-of-the-art of digital resources in Japan: Technical Terms and
Categorization; Major e-Libraries in Japan; and common characteristics are
discussed.

2.1 Technical Terms and Categorization
Terms such as Electronic Library, Digital Library, e-Library have been used in
competition, and all of them denotes somewhat similar phenomena.  Diversity
exists in both ends.  Categorization of elements is supposed to help understand.
But it does not help because every now and them a new product or service appears
either by old name or new name appealing the sales attraction plus confusion.

Categorization
•  Types of Information

Secondary information (catalogs, index, ...... ) : OPACs
Primary information (journal articles, dissertation, …..)

•  Form of source media
Scanned pages of paper prints
Born digital documents

•  Form of Discreteness (Continuity)
Monographic
Serials
Archival

•  Types of Service Organization
Academic publisher
Commercial publisher
Academic societies
University, university library
Information utility, Bibliographic utility

2.2 Major e-Libraries in Japan
The list is to represent e-Library development with national funding and
experimental fore-runners:

•  National Diet Library (NDL)
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•  NACSIS-ELS
•  Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST)
•  Tsukuba University Library digitized Information Public Service (TULIPS)
•  Kyoto University Digital Library
•  National Institute of Japanese Literature
•  Digital Library, the University of Tokyo
•  Dlnet
•  GeNii http://ge.nii.ac.jp/index-e.html

2.2.1 National Diet Library (NDL)
http://www.ndl.go.jp/en/data/endl.html

•  Digital Library from the Meiji Era: Image database of the books published in the
Meiji era and held by the NDL. As of September 2003, 50,274 volumes, almost all
the books whose copyrights are confirmed to have expired, excluding children's
books and books in Western languages, are available.

•  Rare Books Images Database: Colorful images (approx. 33,000 items) from the
collections of the NDL published mostly in the Edo Period. Image data can be
searched and enjoyed.

•  Web Archiving Project (WARP): (http://warp.ndl.go.jp/)  Colorful images
(approx. 33,000 items) from the collections of the NDL published mostly in the
Edo Period. Image data can be searched and enjoyed.

•  Electronic Journals: 1,000 titles, 392 GB, 6.4 million files
•  Government Web pages Archives
•  Web pages of local governments, universities, academic societies

2.2.2 Nara Institute of Science & Technology (NAIST)
http://library.naist.jp/

•  Online Journals
ACS Publications electronic journals
APS online journals
Blackwell STM (Science, Technical & Medical) Collection
Kluwer Online
Nature.com
Science Direct
Springer-LINK
Contracting Title: 170 titles
Total titles: 226 including "digitized journal articles"
http://library.naist.jp/title-list-j.html

•  In house digitization: 56 titles

2.2.3 Tsukuba University Library digitized Information Public Service
(TULIPS)

http://www.tulips.tsukuba.ac.jp/welcome.english.html

•  Full-text Resources(Digital Collections)
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•  Electronic Journals
•  Rare books
•  Research Reports, Dissertations, University Bulletins(in JP)
•  Syllabi(in JP)
•  Exhibition Room(in JP)  etc...

2.2.4 Kyoto University Digital Library
http://ddb.libnet.kulib.kyoto-u.ac.jp/minds-eu.html

•  Image Databases / Catalogs from the Rare Collections of the Kyoto University
Library

Image Database: national treasures, important cultural assets, etc.
Meiji Restoration collection(jpn)
Fujikawa collection(jpn)
Zokyo Shoin collection(jpn)
Tanimura collection (jpn)
Konoe collection(jpn)

•  Services Accessible Only to Kyoto University Members
Electronic Journals
Databases / Online Dictionaries
( [SwetScan] [Web of Science] etc... )

•  Electronic Texts
Centennial History of Kyoto University(jpn)
Kyoto University Bulletin (2002/2003)
Fictions by Higuchi Ichiyo (with translation)
Collections of the Kyoto University Library

2.2.5 National Institute of Japanese Literature
http://www.nijl.ac.jp/contents/d_library/index.html

•  Nara Ehon
•  Japanese Clasics Text
•  National Union Bibliography of Japanese Antiquarian Books
•  Modern Books Images, Bibliographies, etc.
•  Niju Ichidai Syu text database, etc.

2.2.6 Digital Library, the University of Tokyo
http://www.lib.u-tokyo.ac.jp/index-e.html

•  Databases
NACSIS-IR�NACSIS-ELS* | Web of Science* | FELIX (ZASSHI KIJI SAKUIN,
SwetScan, PCI)* | BIOSIS* | MEDLINE* | Compendex plus* | Econlit* |
MathSciNet* | Zentralblatt MATH* | Justis-Celex* | ...

*:Service within University
•  Electronic journals

Online journals available at University of Tokyo (incl.JSTOR)*�Springer Book
Series* | EBSCO host*(Service within Hongo Campus�� Chinese Journal
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Databases*� Oxford Univ. Pr. Online Journals*�J-STAGE
*:Service within University

•  Digital Collections
Digital KATEI Collection | Digital SHIZEN SHIN'EIDO | Digital RARE BOOK
Collection | J. M. Keyenes / R. Harrod Letters and Memoranda | Digital
Exhibition

2.2.7 Dlnet: Digital Library Network
http://www.dl.ulis.ac.jp/DLW_E/Welcome.html

•  English Pages
DL Workshop Program
Titles and Abstracts from Digital Libraries (ISSN 1340-7287)
ISDL'99: International Symposium on Digital Libraries 1999
ISDL'97: International Symposium on Research, Development & Practice in
Digital Libraries 1997
International Symposium on Digital Libraries 1995 (August 22 - 25, 1995 at ULIS)

•  Japanese Pages
DLnet HomePage
International Symposium on Digital Libraries 1995 (August 22 - 25, 1995 at ULIS)
DL Workshop
Digital Libraries (ISSN 1340-7287)

•  Others
DLnet Gopher Server
DLnet Anonymous-FTP Server
Roadmap Lessons (In Japanese)
JAPAN/MARC Search experiment at ULIS
Multilingual-HTML Browser Project
Japanese Oldtales: A Multilingual E-text Collection
Dublin Core Reference Description in Japanese
University of Library and Information Science homepage
University Library, ULIS

2.2.8 Tokyo Institute of Technology Titec Digital Library
http://www.libra.titech.ac.jp/welcome_e.html

•  Bibliographic Databases
•  Tokyo Tech Dissertation Database
•  Various OPACs
•  Network Resources Databases
•  Cross Search

2.3 Characteristics at a Glance
Common characteristics of university library web (e-Library) can be summarized
from the listing of elements (Section 2.2)

•  Bibliographic databases, OPACs are common service
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•  University publication such as Dissertations, Research bulletins are being
digitized

•  e-Journal is a common elements
•  Scanned images including paper documents are also a common item
•  A term "Digital Collection" is used to separate from traditional paper collections
•  Copyright-free item is still the main object

3 Promotion and Production of Online Journal

University is a source of knowledge.  Research bulletins are the typical university
publication but with ambiguous circulation, limited number of issues and
destinations, and being one of typical gray literature.  When the Internet was
introduced in early 1990s, experiments were carried out web-based publication of
university research bulletins.  Based on these experiments and achievements, an
electronic library service (NACSIS-ELS) was started to create scanned journal articles
in the middle of 1990s.  Then the business developed into a supporting system of
online publishing (NACSIS-OLJ).  In 2002, because of the government re-
organization, NACSIS-OLJ was transferred to the Japan Science and Technology
Corporation (JST) and became J-Stage.

3.1 NACSIS-ELS
NACSIS-ELS is a service provided by the National Institute of Informatics to search a
treatise (article) from academic journals issued by academic societies of Japan and to
display or print its pages 4.

•  free to search a treatise or journal list.
•  need a user registration to display or print data
•  no user registration for college bulletins or some academic journals.
•  Substantial number of titles are free of access

Chronology
1996 start service, trial, free, requires user registration
1999 changed to a fee-based service for covering copyright fee
2000 free-search, fee-based print
2002 site-license

Volume:
Participating Institutions 242
Academic Journals titles 579 (534 titles in service)
Research Bulletins (NII input titles) 1,076
Research Bulletins (Society input titles) 132
Journal issues 54,270
Journal articles 1,728,905
Pages 5,752,302
                                                  
4

 http://els.nii.ac.jp/els-e/nacsis-els-e.php3?top
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PDF files 235,086
PDF articles 171,428

Growth: Number of Journal Articles
1996 5,502
1997 13,702
1998 176,897
1999 327,742
2000 659,806
2001 1,163,765
2002 1,597,231
2003 1,728,905

Volume: Participating Academic Societies as of February 2004
Registered Society to the Science Council
of Japan (SCJ)

1,624

Participating Societies 242 (14.9 %)

Volume: Users as of Feb 2004
University Site-Licensed 474
Registered individual users
- university faculty & graduate students
- members of academic society

6,399
(4,000)
(2,000)

NACSIS-ELS: Display and Print
Two types of Display and Print

Original data (high resolution)
TIFF Rev. 6.0: 1992
monochrome 400 DPI

Rough image: processed from 400 into 200 DPI

Current input: gradually changing to PDF in 400 DPI
Historical reasons
limits the overuse, abuse, and
charging mechanism
Registered users can display and print in high resolution

Plug-ins for various platforms

User registration, Charging (http://els.nii.ac.jp/els-e/nacsis-els-e.php3?top)
Users are free to search through the list of articles and journals.  However,

users need to register User Account and Password to display and print out pages
from the articles.  In some cases, registration is required to make payment to display
and print out certain pages from the articles.  Users are registered to install
dedicated plug-in software that enables users to display and print out pages from the
articles.
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Fee Charging Scheme(Copyright fee)
Academic society needs copyright arrangement with authors.  NII deals with the
society, not with individual authors.  Academic society specifies prices for access,
display, and print.

Items for pricing
•  Cover, Back cover
•  Table of contents
•  Index
•  Article
•  Bibliography
•  News and others

It is too specific and cumbersome, caused by fear and hope in the initial stage among
academic societies.

Input phase
•  Scanning processing
•  User Control
•  Input Institution Management
•  Accounting Process to Users

3.2 J-Stage: Online Journal Site for Japan's Academic Societies
J-Stage is a production and distribution system of academic journals mainly designed
for academic societies for their publishing 5.  Originally it was designed and
developed as NACSIS-OLJ by NACSIS / NII.  Under the Government re-
organization plan, the development and operation of OLJ was took over by JST.

J-Stage Services 6

•  Editing / Judgement standard support system
•  Submission / receptionist functions
•  Editing / Judgment support functions
•  Process control function
•  Electronic journal production support

•  templates for FrameMaker + SGML(R).
•  tools to produce bibliographical information, references cited
•  Bib/Cit input tools, J-STAGE SGML editing tools

J-Stage Functions
•  Electronic journal release system
•  Release support system
•  Access function
•  Retrieval function: by "appeared date", "title", "author name", "excerpt",
                                                  
5

 http://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse/
6

 http://info.jstage.jst.go.jp/contents/eng/contents/fl/koumoku.html
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"keyword", and "full text".
•  Subscriber authentication: by IP address or password for papers whose access is

restricted.
•  Electronic attachments
•  New arrival information
•  Errata
•  Access statistics data distribution

•  References cited link generation function: automatically generates links based on
references cited information.

•  References cited links: links to the reference information of other research paper
databases from the references cited information.

•  Quoted reference links: links the research papers that quoted references and the
paper from where they had originated.

J-Stage: Items and service: 7

For Visitors
•  Possible to search and/or access the latest paper and documents appeared in the

past with a browser.
•  Allows making reference to documents from which a research paper is citing

with the references cited link function.
•  Possible to make reference to concrete research contents by electronic

attachments such as animation and sound.
•  A paper can be accessed as an electronic journal prior to the acquisition of a

printed version.

For Secretariat / Editorial board / Assessor
•  Possible to accept papers submitted electronically as well as assigning editorial

board members and an assessor.
•  Facilitates the transmission of peer review and judgment results expeditiously.
•  Possible to manage the state of each process as a database for every paper.

For Authors
•  A paper can be widely appeared to the world.
•  One's paper can be widely read by links from worldwide electronic journal sites,

etc.
•  Possible to deliver animation, sound and the like as an electronic appendix.
•  The status of peer review and judgment of a paper that has been submitted can

be verified. (when the editing/ judgment standard support system is used)
•  A paper can be release as an electronic journal prior to the release of a printed

version.

3.3 Online Journal Production
J-Stage (NACSIS-OLJ) is one example of online publishing services aiming at
academic journals with potential of applicability to any of online publication with

                                                  
7

 http://info.jstage.jst.go.jp/contents/eng/contents/fl/naiyou.html
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full-text, PDF, and many other multi-media.  Operation involves author, referee,
editor, reader and many others.  It is a shift of academic publishing to be of the
Information Society.

SPARC is another way to promote sharing scholarly information with a possibility to
overcome the serial-crisis as well as to shift the flow of academic journal.

These two online journal production services are the new business model of
academic publishing with many traditional elements and require a shift of perception
of business and involvement of skilled professional workers.

4 Electronic Journal Consortia in Japan

Majority of the electronic journal (e-Journal) is of subscription basis, and it has been a
worldwide issue to set up a national site license.  A short historical development is
summarized here on e-Journal subscription in Japan.  

Current subscription (2003)
Perception in 2001
Electronic Journal Task Force (2000)
Establishment of the JNULA Consortium for e-Journal Subscription (2002)
Current Figure of the JNULA Consortium (as of 2003)
PULC: Private University Libraries Consortium (2004)
Possibility for Cooperation

4.1 Current Subscription (2003)
As of August 2004, there are over 600 higher education institutions in Japan, of which
the number of national university is 89.  13,505 titles of e-Journals were subscribed
by Japanese national universities in 2003.  The figures appear in tables below are of
before 2004 because re-organization of national university took place in April 2004.

Number of Higher Education Institutions and Libraries (as of 2003)
Number of University Number of Library

National university 97 295
Prefecture university 76 114
Private university 526 896
total 699 1,305
Source: http://www.mext.go.jp/b_menu/toukei/001/020/04042601.htm
Note: Re-organization of national education institutions took place as of April 2004.   
National universities were merged into 89 from 97, national polytechnic became 1
from 55.

Number of e-Journals subscribed in Japanese universities (as of 2003)
Number of
University

Total number of EJ
Titles

Average EJ title per
university

National university 97 34,0012 13,505
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Prefecture
university

76 27,405 361

Private university 526 229,129 436
total 699 596,546 853
Source: http://www.mext.go.jp/b_menu/houdou/16/04/04042602/002.pdf (in
Japanese)

4.2 Perception in 2001
A comparison of the e-Journal subscription among e-Journal consortia abroad as of
2001 was made in a summary report submitted to the Ministry of Education in March
2002 to appeal the situation of national university libraries.  The comparison
revealed an earnest wish of national university libraries to meet user demand and
their determination to oppose the journal price rise or "Serials Crisis."

 [Examples of e-Journal Consortium in Abroad (as of 2001)]
Name Year

founded
Membership e-Journal

Titles
VIVA�Virtual Library of
Virginia, USA

1994 39 University libraries 2,147

Ohio LINK�Ohio Library
and Information Network,
USA

1996 79 University libraries,
Research institutions

3,200

NRWC�Nord Rhein
Westfalen Consortium,
Germany

1997 24 University libraries 3,800

NESLI�National Electronic
Site Licensing Initiative, UK

1998 76 University libraries,
Research institutions

3,800

KESLI�Korean Electronic
Site License Initiative, Korea

1999 213 University libraries 3,463

Japan National University
Library Association

(2002) 62 National university
libraries

482 *

Source:
http://www.mext.go.jp/b_menu/shingi/gijyutu/gijyutu2/toushin/020401.htm
* Note: Collective number of titles subscribed by members of the Japan National
University Library Association

Apart from this perception, there were actions taken to improve information
provision among polytechnics, which were smaller institution with insufficient
resources.  Nagaoka Polytechnic Library8 started "contents sheet service" in 1978,
which was changed to Swets service in 1996 for offering the service to the whole
national polytechnics.  This formed the basis of a consortium among national
polytechnics.

In 1998, the Tokyo Institute of Technology (TITEC) started an experimental

                                                  
8

 (now) Nagaoka University of Technology: http://www.nagaokaut.ac.jp/e/index.html
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subscription of "EES (SDOS)" of the Elsevier Science9.  This experiment revealed
factors to be solved for establishing an e-Journal consortium.

4.3 Electronic Journal Task Force (2000) 10

In September 2000, the EJ Task Force was established to pursue forming a consortia
of electronic journals among national university libraries under the Japan National
University Library Association (JANUL)11  Direct impact arose when the Elsevier
Science had offered a price for journal subscription in Dutch Guilders, US Dollars
and Japanese Yen in August 1999, which invited an un-balanced price range (30%
increase in J-Yen).  A Working Group was formed by the Tokyo and Kanto Region
Block of the Japan National University Library Association.  After numerous
negotiation, the Price Templates were offered by the Elsevier in 2002.  Background
of the EJ Task Force is described as 12:

•  Rapid acceleration of e-Journal publishing
•  Chang of characteristics of scholarly journal
•  Sales model change from title unit to the whole titles
•  Measure coping with price rise of journals and decrease of subscription titles
•  Solution for new access methods to e-Journal and access boundaries
•  Solution for digital divide

4.4 Establishment of the JNULA Consortium for e-Journal Subscription
(2002)

In April 2002, a Consortium for e-Journal subscription of the Japan National
University Library Association (JNULA) was formed to: Elsevier, Springer, Blackwell
Science, ISI.  The Ministry of Education backed the JNULA by allocating special
budget for e-Journal subscription, particularly in the fields of Life science,
Telecommunication, Nanotechnology and Material science, and Environment.  The
Consortium aims at contents of low price and good quality, as well as good
environment for provision.  Mission, Activity and Cooperation of the JNULA e-
Journal Consortium are as follows:

Mission
•  Good partnership with publishers (for tough negotiation)
•  Smooth acquisition of scholarly information (e-journal) (restraining the serials

price)
•  Solving the digital divide

Activity
•  Negotiation with publishers and aggregators

                                                  
9

 http://www.library.metro.tokyo.jp/pdf/chapt99.pdf
10

 Prof. ITOH Yoshito, Library Director, Nagoya University http://www.bsb-
muenchen.de/ifla/vortraege/itoh.pdf (2003)
11

 http://wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/anul/
12

 http://wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/anul/ (On the EJ Task Force/Background. in Japanese)
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•  Administration of the Consortium
•  Maintaining the e-Journal Archive
•  Standardizing statistics
•  Improving service methods
•  Support for user training
•  Trend study, and promotion

Cooperation
•  National university libraries
•  National Institute of Informatics (NII)
•  ICOLC 13

4.5 Current Figure of the JNULA Consortium (as of 2003)
The Consortium made a change on e-Journal subscription from 482 titles in 2001 to
3,800 titles in average per member libraries.

•  13 publishers
•  3,800 titles in average accessible among member libraries
•  Annual subscriptions 15,000,000 yen in average per member library.
•  Training Courses
•  Liaison to ICOLC (International Coalition of Library Consortia), E-ICOLC since

2002 by JANUL and [Cooperation Committee of National, Prefectural and
Private University Libraries]14.

Further activities were initiated or supported by the establishment of the
Consortium:  NII-REO and SPARC Japan.

NII-REO (Repository of Electronic Journals and Online Publications) is a devise to
maintain reliability for the consortium subscription of e-Journal by " consolidating at
one location the contents of electronic journals in response to requests from
universities, libraries, consortiums, and other organizations and with the consent
from each publishing company." 15

SPARC Japan 16 is a Japanese version of the Scholarly Publishing and Academic
Resources Coalition 17 to promote and support online journal publishing by
academic societies and research institutions.  As of 2004, there are 21 titles available
created by 16 societies and institutions.  Majority of these online journal articles are
in English.

                                                  
13

 http://www.library.yale.edu/consortia/
14

 [Cooperation Committee of National, Prefectural and Private University Libraries]
15

 http://reo.nii.ac.jp/journal/HtmlIndicate/html/index_en.html
16

 http://www.nii.ac.jp/sparc/
17

 http://www.arl.org/sparc/home/index.asp?page=0
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4.6 PULC: Private University Libraries Consortium (2004)
In pharmaceutical and medical fields, library services are active and cooperation is
well established by their library associations (JPLA, JMLA)18.  Consortium activities
have been initiated to tackle with the serials crisis.  Many of the membership are of
private university libraries.  In 2004, there are about 500 private universities in Japan,
some of which are prestigious as national universities.  However, facilities and
resources including library are far insufficient than national and prefecture
universities.  In terms of e-Journal subscription, private university libraries have
been much behind than those of national university libraries.

KAGEYAMA Yukiko reported the development of the Private University Libraries
Consortium 19.  In July 2003, a proposal was made to establish an e-Journal
subscription consortium among private university libraries who participate the
[Private University Library20] Association whose membership is 462 libraries (88% of
private university).  However, the association has weak legal status to negotiate
with publishers, and the membership is all sorts and condition together with
complexity with the membership of JPLA and JMLA,  Thus the proposal was made
to create a consortium of e-Journal subscription independent to the mother
association but closely related.

As of January 2004, about twenty private universities participate to PULC who has
consortium license with the Oxford University Press (OUP), Blackwell, and Wiley.
PULC succeeded (1) to compress subscription fees up to 40% discount; (2) price cap
system is agreed to keep 5%; and (3) direct contact (contract) and payment by
publishers' local currency.

4.7 Possibility for Cooperation
Is National Site License possible in Japan?  University libraries in Japan have a
history of cooperation to establish and maintain the Union Catalog of Periodicals
(now NACSIS-CAT).  Difference of legal status and funding mechanisms prevented
from nation-wide, service-wide cooperation.  Another factor that prevented
cooperation among universities and university libraries is independency of
university and further independency of university libraries.  Therefore, negotiations
of e-Journal licensing have taken place in un-organized manner.  Factors which
demands cooperation in the library profession can be assumed in many ways:

•  Resources are limited
•  University administration and institutional design are changing (population

decrease and government re-organization)
•  Competitiveness is demanded to education and research in university
•  Information technology is ever changing rapidly
•  Cross sector interaction over-coming the funding background
                                                  
18

 Japan Pharmaceutical Library Association: http://wwwsoc.nacsis.ac.jp/jpla/
Japan Medical Library Association: http://wwwsoc.nacsis.ac.jp/jmla/
19

 http://www.kansai-u.ac.jp/Library/pdf/forum_fulltext/2004_vol_9/LF2004_03.pdf (in Japanese)
20

 Shiritsu Daigaku Toshokan Kyokai
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In Closing: Characteristics of Digital Library Development
in Japan

Accessibility:  The term "digital library development" has a variety of meaning
depending to the context as introduced in the sections above.  There is no
established distinction of he terms between "e-Library", "Electronic Library" and
"Digital Library" yet.  So as to the terms "e-Journal" and "Online Journal."  But all
terms are aiming at "accessibility via telecommunication network.

Experimental stage:  It is only ten years or so since the development of Web-based
information services.  Recognition has been extended to social factors from
computer systems development (e-Public Library and e-Governemtn).  Chaotic
situation continues for a while until business concepts agreed upon academic
resources as well as until a certain amount of skilled information workers grow.

Business model of academic information flow:  Both the possibility offered by
information technology as well as the financial necessity required imposes visionary
change or a paradigm shift in publishing and reading of academic achievement.

Consolidating of IT application for achieving quality and cost reduction:
Development of online journal production system (NACSIS-OLJ, currently J-Stage)
focused on information needs of people involved in the whole process from writing,
editing, publishing and reading.  IT has been incorporated in the process in ad hoc
manner without coordination between functions of computerized journal publishing,
especially among non-profit academic community.  Online journal systems
seemingly aim at the coordinated process flow to achieve quality of born digital
documents and to reduce the cost of all the people involved including readers.

Charging:  Information use is charged in public library service, though it is not yet
significant amount.  It is also charged in academic journal /research bulletin system
(NACSIS-ELS).  Cost-recovery, demanded by government principle, or by
commercial motivation, has been in the experimental phase to seek a balance.  Some
academic authors and societies take the charging policy as a symbolic measure and
set the price zero for scholarly promotion.  Apart from commercial products and
services, free access to quality information is one of directions being cumulated in the
Internet development.  Then, do we, especially those of us in academia, need an
intention for profit?

There are crucial elements in steep demand: Skilled professionals; Education and
training schemes; Copyright, intellectual property right, and their global handling
mechanism; Information Ethics (Infoethics)
�


